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Bangladesh is a developing country. Due to industrialization, peoples are suffering for different
diseases. For proper treatment, identifying the disease is a big challenge. The diagnostic centers
have a big role to solve this task. We are just here for supporting those people who are always
working for this. In this section Patient, Doctor, Profile, Billing, Report, Accounts creating are
complex jobs. “EASY TEST” makes this easier and faster than anyone can imagine. It can
manage all without any mistake and help to reduce your number of employee and save a big
amount of money without disturbing your workflow.

Software Features
Patient Billing System:
1. Automatically creates bill copy for “Test”, “Consultation” and “Medicine”.
2. Discount system in percentage (%) and fist amount.
3. Due bill payment system.
4. Supplier commission deduction system.
5.

Print office and patient copy, by a click.

Reporting System:
1. Automatically the pathologist will get alarm, if you will entry any new patient.
2.

Pathologist automatically will know, how many and which test He/She have to do.

3. All the test formats have given in “Easy Test” software. Therefore, when the pathologist will
click on a test, the particular test will come with its own format.
4. To make test report the pathologist just have to entry the test result information.
5. All the test report will saved in the system. Therefore, anytime you can print it.
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Reagent Stock Manage:
1. You can record all the reagents information.
2. Can handle stock by adding new reagent.
3. Automatically you will get alarm, when the reagent stock will be limited.
4. You will get using report for the entire reagent by date and patients.
Medicine Stock Manage:
1. You can record all the medicines information.
2. Can handle stock by adding new medicine.
3. Automatically you will get alarm, when the medicines stock will be limited.
4. You will get sold report for the entire medicine by date and buyers.
Prescription System:
1. Automatically the doctor will get the patient information, when you will entry any patient.
2. Without handwriting, the doctors can write prescription using “Easy Test” software.
3. System will save all the prescriptions.
Account Management:
1. Easy to handle all the income recourses.
2. Automatically the system will record the test & medicine income.
3. Easy to handle all the cost of organization.
4. Automatically the system will deduct the supplier commission (If any).
5. You will get all the income, cost & profit report by daily, weekly, monthly, yearly and even
date-to-date
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